
Compose Connections™

Spine-Based Workspaces

As the nature of work changes, organizations face new challenges in planning spaces for 

the different ways people work. Today’s workspaces must be highly dynamic to support a 

variety of collaborative and individual workstyles. Compose Connections efficiently enables 

change, choice, and user control in open-plan environments. This independent, spine-based 

system creates light-scale workspaces that accommodate a range of storage options and 

any freestanding tables. It also works with Compose panel-based components for smooth 

transitions and expansion of application possibilities. 



Designed for Workspace Adaptability

Compose Connections combines the power and data management 

of a panel system with a minimalist, light-scale aesthetic to create 

personal workspaces that can adapt to suit your ever-changing needs. 

Freestanding desks and fixed, height-adjustable, or mobile tables can 

be arranged as needed anywhere along the spine, with easy access 

to power and connectivity at each workstation. Other worksurfaces, 

as well as screens and storage components can be attached to the 

spine, and compatibility with Compose® panels allows customers to 

easily transition from a traditional panel environment to a more open, 

collaborative design.

Features

Utilizing the flexibility of a spine-based system, Compose Connections 

optimizes open plans with a variety of workstation options that 

cater to the diverse needs of today’s workstyles, while offering a clean, 

contemporary look.

Light-scale design – Uses a 16”-high partition, offering a spine-based 

solution with reduced materiality and a more open feel than traditional 

panel systems.

Easy power and data access – Enables people with full access to 

power, technology, and connectivity at any workspace location along 

the spine.

Configuration flexibility – Independent, off-modular design allows 

freestanding tables, fixed surfaces, and screens to be placed at any 

point, with additions, or removals as needed.

Freestanding applications – Compatible with a variety of 

accessories, storage, tools, and worksurfaces—including Belong™ 

work tools, Belong Plus tackable screens, Active Components™ 

and X Series® storage, and any height-adjustable tables—

Compose Connections stands on its own or as a centerpiece with 

complementary elements used around it.

Versatile common components – Uses the same work rail top  

trim as Compose Beam and Compose 26” spine-based systems, 

providing compatibility with the same worksurfaces, tables, and 

screens; connects with Compose panels, as well.

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Compose Connections uses many of the same components and 

visually harmonizes with the Compose Beam and Compose 26”  

spine-based workspace applications. All surface materials and 

finishes that can be applied to Compose can be applied to Compose 

Connections, offering the choice to seamlessly blend into the 

environment or create a focal point.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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